A Polyscale Autonomous Sliding Window for Cognitive Machine Classification of Malicious Internet Traffic
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Abstract—Features of an Internet traffic time series can be estimated using dynamical systems. Dynamical systems may exhibit chaos and strange attractors [1] [2]. Since Internet traffic shows non-stationarity and long-term dependence among data samples, a cognitive polyscale approach should be taken to analyze the hidden features in a nonlinear data time series. It is necessary to estimate a reasonable window of time series so that the polyscale analysis can be performed without violating the statistical bounds of the analysis. In this work, a feature extraction algorithm is developed using variance fractal dimension trajectory and the statistical parameters of the calculation are validated using an autonomous varying window of data samples. Our analysis shows promising results since the algorithm is able to capture the presence of DNS denial of service attack and has extracted the bursts of data sample accurately.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Analysis of internet traffic requires converting the traffic parameters into a time series. With the careful implementation of sampling intervals, the time series of the traffic depicts the estimated behavior of the internet traffic [3]. If the data series is composed of N independent features, then we can represent the time series in N dimensional space. Analysis of time series [4] can be categorized as (i) time analysis, (ii) frequency analysis and, (iii) multiscale time and frequency analysis (wavelet analysis). There is a fourth category introduced by Witold Kinsner in [5] and called as polyscale analysis. Wavelets and Multifractal analysis may be used to illustrate the scale invariance and long-term memory properties of time series and objects. Both wavelets and multifractal analysis characterize the traffic using multiscale analysis; However, multifractal analysis considers the information at multiple scales simultaneously, while wavelets considers information at different scales independently [6] [5]. Therefore, multifractal analysis is also called polyscale analysis. This term was first coined and then conceptualized by Witold Kinsner in [5] [7] to signify the difference from wavelet multiscale analysis. In addition, internet traffic streams are well characterized by self-similarity and long-term memory properties [8] [9] [10]. Polyscale analysis uses various measures of complexity to extract features of the time series. Polyscale analysis is different from traditional mono-scale analysis, such as statistical methods and Fourier analysis, in that polyscale methods not only calculate statistical information at multiple scales, but they also measure the connecting factor, the fractal dimension, which is typically obtained through a log-log plot across these scales simultaneously. [11] [12].

Polyscale analysis of a time series provides significant tools to analyze the non-linearity of the series using non-integer fractal dimensions and multifractal analysis. Multifractal analysis is used to detect complexity using the self-similarity or self-affinity features of time series at different scales [13]. Mathematically, we can calculate fractal dimensions by finding the exponent of the power law relationship of the multiscale coordinates over a log-log plot [14].

Contemporary statistical analytical models estimate the statistical characteristics of a time series using probability distributions, hypothesis testing and/or various probabilistic learning techniques. Alternatively, a time series may be modeled and analyzed using dynamical systems where fractal analysis plays a significant role [4] [15]. As multifractal/polyscale
Variance fractal dimension analysis is a class of information based fractal analysis where second order statistics of the data samples at multiple scales are used simultaneously to estimate the power law relationship among the scales. For a single parameter/attribute/feature data time series, the variance fractal dimension is embedded within the topological dimension of 1 (a line) and 2 (an area) [12] [14]. Variance fractal dimension is calculated by estimating the Hurst exponent which is characterized by the fractal Brownian motion process [20]. Hurst exponent of 0.5 represents standard Brownian motion process. It is mandatory to ensure stationarity of time series before applying variance fractal dimension analysis [21].

Let \( x(t) \) represents a periodically sampled data time series. It is important to note that the sampling frequency should be considered such that it follows the Nyquist sampling criterion [22] [23]. Moreover, since internet data time series consists of digital information packets therefore, we should consider sampling the data time series such that the original information should be preserved i.e. Nyquist sampling criterion. Moreover, as internet data time series already contains analog information i.e. speech signal represented by VoIP packets, we should consider the characteristics of digital process in such a way that the packet flow information should be preserved inside a digital sample [24]. In the current data set, we have considered DNS based packets which require a maximum round trip time (RTT) of 100ms. Although, we can configure higher round trip time since DNS packets are UDP packets, but our analysis of the data set provided us the maximum figure of 100ms for the DNS packets in the data set.

For the process \( x(t) \), the variance of the data samples is:

\[
\text{var}[f(x(t))] = E[(f(x(t)) - \overline{f(x(t))})^2] \quad (1)
\]

where \( E[.] \) is the statistical expectation operator and

\[
\overline{f(x)} = E[f(x(t))] \quad (2)
\]
The \( f(x(t)) \) represents any function to calculate magnitude of samples in the multiscale calculations. For example, [12] considered \( f(x(t)) = x(t_1) - x(t_2) \), where \( x(t_1) \) is the first sample of the sub-window and \( x(t_2) \) is the last sample of the sub-window. For our work,

\[
f(x(t)) = \text{range}(x(t)) \quad (3)
\]

\[
\text{range}(x(t)) = \max(\text{sample sub-window}) - \min(\text{ample sub-window}) \quad (4)
\]

According to power law [25],

\[
\text{var}(f(x(t))) \sim |t_2 - t_1|^{2H} \quad (5)
\]

where \( H \) is the Hurst parameter and is bounded between 0 and 1. If \( H=0 \), the process exhibits long range negative autocorrelation i.e. if current sample is low valued then future sample will have high value with high probability. If \( H=1 \), the process shows long range dependence and exhibits persistence of the trend i.e. if current sample is high valued then future sample will have high value with high probability. If \( H=0.5 \), then the process exhibits no autocorrelation and samples.

Now using log,

\[
\log[\text{var}(f(x(t_1) - x(t_2)))] \sim 2H\log[\Delta t] \quad (6)
\]

Therefore,

\[
H = \frac{1}{2} \lim_{\Delta t \to 0} \frac{\log[\text{var}(f(\Delta x_{\Delta t}))]}{\log[\Delta t]} \quad (7)
\]

The variance fractal dimension is related to \( H \) as follows [12] [25]:

\[
D_v = E + 1 - H \quad (8)
\]

where \( D_v \) is the variance fractal dimension embedded between integer dimension 1 and \( E - 1 \). For a single feature time series (i.e. DNS packet count time series), \( E = 1 \). Therefore,

\[
D_v = 2 - H \quad (9)
\]

**Variance Fractal Dimension Trajectory**

In order to calculate variance fractal dimension of a non-stationary time series in a continuous fashion, it is required to divide the time series in windows of data samples where each window should be chosen such that stationarity of the chosen samples is preserved. Then, VFD is calculated over each window continuously. The plot of VFD is termed as Variance Fractal Dimension Trajectory (VFDT).

Following are the important considerations for the correct calculation of variance fractal dimension in a given internet data time series:

1) Data series over which variance fractal dimension calculation is considered must show stationarity in the weak sense of second order statistics.

2) Sampling interval must be equal and should contain information of the samples reasonably i.e. round trip time (RTT) of the DNS packets. In general, the necessary condition for sampling is to know that Nyquist criterion is fulfilled. Moreover, the sufficient condition is to ensure that details of protocols and applications are analyzed properly and embedded in the data sampling interval.

3) If variance fractal dimension calculation violates the bounds of embedding dimensions i.e. calculations show negative dimension or values greater than the upper bound, then it is a sign of non stationarity and the window of samples should be varied accordingly.

4) Log-Log plot should not have saturation points in the calculations since saturation points introduces bias in Hurst value and do not contribute any polyscale information. If there are such points, consider removing them first.

5) Outliers in the calculations of variance fractal dimension should be considered as noise and the window size should be varied to remove those outliers. As the window progresses, these outliers will eventually be included in the overall calculations of VFD.

6) Only steady state samples should be considered in the data time series. Initial transient samples should be removed before applying VFDT.

7) The number of samples should be sufficiently large.

**III. DATA SET**

The data used in this work was the PREDICT ID USC-Lander/ DoS DNS amplification-20130617 (2013-06-17) to (2013-06-17) [26]. There are 19 ERF packet capture files with anonymized IPs. There are total 59,928,920 (~ 60 million) packet counts out of which there was a total of 358019 DNS packets. Out of 358019 DNS packets, 340865 packets were DNS attack packets. The total capture file size was 5.3 GB. The first packet in the file started at June 17, 2013, 21:52:45.395326000 and the last packet ended at June 17, 2013, 22:25:32.859674000. The first DNS attack packet arrived at 22:00:12 and the last DNS attack packet arrived at
22:15:34. According to the USC-Lander, this data set was composed of one DNS Denial of Service Amplification attack staged between USC/ISI, Marina del Rey, California to CSU, Fort Collins, and Colorado. The attack was performed on a single destination IP. The attacker IP was not present in the data set which used 6 DNS servers to generate a botnet network.

IV. ALGORITHMS

Data Parsing and Generating Time Series

1) Collect the PCAP or ERF capture file using Wireshark or Tshark.
2) Break the file into small chunks of 100,000 packets per chunk.
3) Read Timestamp, Source IP, Destination IP, Packet size, packet info fields into Matlab data structures.
4) Create a DNS time series of DNS packet flow.

Adaptive Window Algorithm

1) Set the following parameters:
   a. Data pointer: \( d_p \)
   b. Window size: lag
   c. Window= \( d_p + \) lag

2) Initialize \( d_p \) at first sample of the data series.
3) Run a loop till the end of data series.
4) Pass this window through \( \text{VFDT()} \) function and get estimated variance.
5) Check if estimated variance falls within embedding integer dimensions of 1 and 2 (check for stationarity):
   a. If variance > 2, increase lag by 64 and recalculate variance. Do not increment \( d_p \). Do this till valid variance is returned from \( \text{VFDT()} \).
   b. If variance < 0, decrease lag by 64 and recalculate variance. Do not increment \( d_p \). Do this till valid variance is returned from \( \text{VFDT()} \).

Variance Fractal Dimension Trajectory – \( \text{VFDT()} \)

1) Let \( N \) samples are considered in a given window of data. Let’s call it main window.
2) Select the largest size of cover (samples per cover) that corresponds to the largest scale. Let’s number it scale 1. It should be chosen such that the main window of samples should provide at least 30 covers in the first scale i.e. scale 1.
   \[
   K_H \geq \left[ \frac{\log{30}}{\log{b}} \right]
   \]
   Therefore, we chose the following relation to calculate \( K_H \) as the total number of scaling levels:
   \[
   K_H = \log{N} - \left[ \frac{\log{30}}{\log{b}} \right]
   \]
3) Select the lowest size of cover such that at least 2 samples per cover are available.
   \[
   K_L \geq 1
   \]
   Therefore, we chose the following relation as the lower bound of scaling level:
   \[
   K_L = 1
   \]
4) Run main loop for \( K \) from \( K_H \) till \( K_L \).
5) Now set the following parameters:
   a. Total number of samples per cover at level \( K \)
   \[
   n_k = b^K
   \]
   where \( b \) is a generic number base. We use \( b=2 \).
   b. Total number of cover at \( K-1 \) level are:
   \[
   N_K = \left[ \frac{N}{n_K} \right]
   \]
6) In each iteration of the main loop, run second loop from 1 till \( N_{K_H} \). This loop calculates the difference in maximum variation in each cover as follows:
   \[
   \Delta y_{K_{H_i}} = \max(\text{sample sub} - \text{window}) - \min(\text{ample sub} - \text{window})
   \]
   where \( i \) will run from 1 till \( n_{K_H} \).
7) When the second loop is completed, calculate the variance at level \( K_H \) as follows:
   \[
   \text{var}(\Delta y_{K_H}) = \frac{1}{N_k - 1} \left[ \frac{1}{N_k} \sum_{i=1}^{n_k} (\Delta y_{K_H})^2 - \frac{1}{N_k} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n_k} \Delta y_{K_H} \right)^2 \right]
   \]
8) Calculate the coordinates on log-log plot as follows:
\[ x_k = \log(n_{K_H}) \]
\[ y_k = \log(\text{var}(\Delta y_{K_H})) \]

9) Reduce the value of \( K \) by 1 till it reaches \( K_L \). Return to step 5.

10) From the set of coordinates, calculate slope of the log-log plot and Hurst parameter of the main window.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this work, an autonomous sliding window algorithm is developed to characterize a non-stationary data time series using a range based variance fractal dimension trajectory. The PREDICT data set [26] was used to perform the analysis. This dataset contains 19 ERF capture files with anonymized IPs. Moreover, the attack was recorded for 10 minutes and the packets were captured for 32 minutes and 47 seconds. Each file has more than 3.5 million packets. One target IP and six DNS server IPs are known a-priori. The files contain both attack and legitimate packets, including DNS packets.

The algorithm was implemented using Matlab, and the data parsing was done by breaking a file into multiple parts, where each part contained 100,000 packets. From this dataset, we generated a time series plot of the DNS traffic.

The experiment investigated the effect of applying different window sizes and lag values over the data set. As shown in Fig. 1, the time series of DNS packet counts contains both normal and attack packets. The attack start time and end time are shown by a blue arrow. Moreover, we observe a large spike at the start of the time series (sample number 75); this represents the start of the system where nodes broadcast to DNS server for their query resolution. It is a normal process and as expected; this spike is resolved within 100ms of the time sample and the series settles down with small values. Fig. 2 shows an edited version of original time series in Fig. 1, where the early spike is removed. We can observe very high varying data series having multiple bursts of DNS packets. The attack started at sample number 729 and ended at sample number 9068. The series climbed up in the vicinity of 729 and settled down again in the neighborhood of 9068. As shown in Fig. 3, the variance fractal dimension trajectory (VFDT) of this data series (without removing the early spikes) is generated when the window size of 256 samples are chosen with a single sample sliding window.
The VFDT remains within valid topological dimension of 1 and 2. As shown in Fig. 4, the autonomous increment of 64 samples in window size is performed in order to ensure stationarity in the weak sense of second order statistics. Moreover, it is observed that there are lot of variations in the VFDT that show the independence of calculation of variance among adjacent window sizes. With this trajectory of 256 samples per window and sliding window of single sample, the features of the data series are not only extracted but amplified. If we visually compare this trajectory with the original data series in Fig. 1, the time interval before the start of attack shows very highly varying samples with one outlier peak. Range calculations of variance based multifractal with small window size of 256 samples takes into account the presence of this outlier peak and as a result we see that VFDT stays close to the topological dimension of 2. However, after the start of the attack, the range of peaks remain comparatively low varying and therefore, we see that the trajectory falls below the fractal dimension of 1.4.

Further, we see that the data series variance becomes very low varying and then starts having relatively highly varying data series. Therefore, within the time samples of 1000 and 2000, we see an increase in the VFDT trend so that it tends to be close to the topological dimension of 2. Same argument can be extended to the rest of the time series. Moreover, Fig. 4 shows the band of window size increments by 64 samples when the variance fractal dimension calculation shows invalid value i.e. greater than topological dimension of 2. We see that this autonomous breathing of window size is prominent when the data series shows sudden increase in variance that in
turn increases the trajectory close to the topological dimension of 2.

As indicated in Fig. 3, the start of attack is obvious when there is an increase in the variance fractal dimension trajectory greater than 1.4. Moreover, it indicates the end of attack when the variance fractal dimension trajectory gets below 1.2. The high change in variance occurs since the window increments are done using a single sample increment (fractal amplification). When the window pointer reaches to the normal sample, it again starts increasing since the variations in the normal data series are quite high.

As shown in figures, 0, Fig. 7, Fig. 9, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, increasing the window size (512, 1024, 2048, 4096 and 8192 samples respectively) significantly change the envelope of variance fractal dimension trajectory. As observed, the wiggling of VFDT decreases with increasing window size and then increases in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. Moreover, the start of attack time i.e. change of variance fractal dimension trajectory from approximate 1.5 to 2 shows dependence on the size of window and the range of variability in each window size. Also, as indicated, Fig. 12 shows start of attack at very early stage of the data series which is due to the large window size of 8192 samples. Likewise, the end time is indicated earlier following the same argument. In addition, it is also observed that increasing window size also flattens the VFDT to the extent that it no more reaches the topological dimension of 2 in the vicinity of start time of attack. This happens due to the averaging of the variance calculations at multiple scales and the presence of multiple coordinates on the log-log linear plot. Also, since we are using linear regression to estimate the slope of the log-log plot, therefore, at large window sizes, there are various points on the log-log plot and the estimation of slope is biased towards higher values. This in turn, reduces the fractal dimension calculations away from topological dimension of 2. Carrying on the same argument, window size of 4096 and 8192 samples shows no autonomous variation of window size that is another validation of our argument.

Therefore, it can be deduced that for this data set, a window size of 2048 is sufficient to show variance fractal dimension trajectory while it is able to indicate the presence of attack accurately i.e. dimension increases towards topological dimension of 2. However, the end of attack is indicated quite earlier which is also attributed to the termination of data time series (Fig. 1) that flattens the variance calculations. Moreover, during the duration of attack, the variance dimension trajectory shows lower dimensions but still remains above the topological dimension of normal data series.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described a new variance fractal dimension trajectory calculation for internet data time series that shows non stationarity and contains malicious attacks. A new range based variance fractal dimension calculation method is presented to generate variance fractal dimension trajectory. If the variance fractal dimension trajectory reaches to the topological dimension of 2 and/or shows greater dimension than the dimension of normal traffic, we can predict the presence of an attack quite accurately. Also, we have described the method of varying data window size autonomously based on testing stationarity using weak-sense second order statistics. Our algorithm is capable of capturing highly varying data samples and is prone to correlation effects of data samples in previous windows.
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